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Facts about

EDGE to EDGE

EDGE TO EDGE™ gives MAXIMUM crop protection.
Manufactured using Tama’s unique ‘Edge
to Edge’ technology, which guarantees full
bale coverage from all round balers and so
produces the perfect bale, everytime.
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SAVES you TIME
Tama’s longer length rolls significantly
reduce wasteful ‘down-time’ by reducing
the number of roll changes required.

MONEY
The longest length netwrap available, so SAVES you MONEY.
A longer roll means more bales per roll, reducing down time to
re-load and re-stock rolls, as well as other savings in fetching
and carrying.
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CONSISTENCY
Tama Net Edge to Edge™ rolls are consistent in length,
strength and especially consistent working in the balertrouble free, meaning less operational worries.

ROLL END WARNING

Every roll of Tama Net Edge to Edge™ contains a visible Roll End warning stripe,
which shows the end of the roll is approaching.
This shows as the last 70 metres of the net is reached, allowing
the operator to prepare for a roll change and avoid baling
without net in the baler.

ZEBRA® SYSTEM
As well as producing the ‘perfect bale’, Tama Net Edge to Edge™ also features the unique ZEBRA
System roll pattern. The asymmetrical striping pattern of TamaNet Edge to Edge gives the operator a
very clear ‘left-right’ indicator when loading the net roll.
The ZEBRA System is also indicates correctly which way to unroll the bale when feeding or bedding.
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CARRY HANDLES

Every roll of Edge to Edge™ is fitted with purpose carrying handles,
to assist the operator in handling and carrying the roll.
It is always recommended that a minimum of two people handle rolls.

LESS WASTE
Much more net on a roll means fewer rolls required
for the same bale count, giving a significant saving
in waste packaging from your season’s baling.
In fact, a 40% saving in waste packaging.

TRANSPORTATION
The longest length rolls on the market mean more metres
of net in every roll. This means for every pallet and truckload of net, many, many more bales can be wrapped
for the same storage volume.
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BALES SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS..
After your field has been harvested, the tractor engines silenced
and all the machinery is back in the shed, what remains are the
PERFECT BALES made with your TamaNet Edge to Edge.
Stripes mean QUALITY - let the bales speak for themselves.
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